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Abstract
In shallow environments, common unsteady flows, such as tides, waves or wind-driven currents modulate
the diffusive boundary layer thickness that controls the exchange of electron acceptors for mineralization
and oxidation processes in surficial sediment. This study demonstrated the ability of an oscillating grid mesocosm to (1) produce homogenous turbulence at the sediment-water interface of multiple sediment cores
(between-core variability < within core variability; 16% on average); (2) simulate diffusive boundary layer
thickness dynamics on different timescales by easy control of turbulence intensity and (3) study transient
oxygen dynamics of organic matter mineralization under varying turbulent conditions. The relationship
between turbulence intensity and oxygen diffusive boundary layer thickness, and oxygen penetration depth
in the sediment was investigated with different organic matter enrichments and sediment permeability. Oxygen diffusive boundary layer thickness decreased linearly as URMS increased. Oxygen penetration depth
increased with turbulence intensity, and converging to an upper limit with a larger value for low (3.28
mm 6 5.8%) than for high (1.77 mm 6 11.8%) organic matter content in muddy sediment. In sandy sediment, advective flows and resuspension led to a continuous increase of oxygen penetration depth with turbulence intensity, up to 13.2 mm 6 19% for turbulent velocities of 9.6 cm s21. This mesocosm device will
enable the experimental study of microbial dynamics under transient oxygen dynamics, to improve early diagenesis modeling under unsteady flows.

In shallow waters (rivers, coastal zones, or lagoons), organic
matter (OM) accumulates in bed sediment after passing
through the water column from the photic zone or watersheds.
Particulate organic material falling at the sediment-water interface (SWI) modifies the chemical composition of the sediment
and evolves during the so-called “early diagenesis.” This process controls the biogeochemical cycle of carbon and others
elements, such as nitrogen and sulfur (Froelich et al. 1979)
through various biological (bioturbation and bacterial activity)
and chemical (oxidation, precipitation) processes (Aller 1994).
Moreover, this particulate OM mineralization contributes to
the supply of carbon, nutrients and energy necessary for the
metabolism of benthic organisms. Thus, the rate of degradation of OM in sediment is a key end-member for the carbon
balance of the planet, because sedimentation rates greater than
mineralization rates lead to a net sink of carbon through the
storage of OM in impermeable sediments (Aller et al. 1996).
OM mineralization occurs mainly in surficial sediment,
where it is limited by the rapid disappearance of oxygen
with depth (Glud et al. 2005); generally, the richer the OM

content in the sediment, the faster the oxygen disappears.
This disappearance is due to the respiration of microorganisms associated with aerobic degradation of OM, and the oxidation of reduced compounds produced during anoxic
degradation of OM (Canfield et al. 1993). At the SWI, the
diffusive boundary layer (DBL) is a thin layer of fluid where
molecular diffusion dominates and limits the transfer of dissolved material between the overlying water and the interstitial water in the sediment (Gundersen and Jorgensen 1990).
Oxygen diffusive flux, from water column to sediment, is
influenced by turbulence intensity (Boudreau and Jørgensen
2001) that controls the diffusive boundary layer thickness
(dDBL); the higher the turbulence at the SWI, the thinner the
diffusive boundary layer thickness (dDBL) and the faster the
oxygen flux across the SWI (Steinberger and Hondzo 1999;
House 2003; Glud et al. 2007).
At sea, gravity waves with time scales ranging from seconds (waves) to hours (tides) create oscillatory flows that dissipate most of their energy (75%) when the water depth
decreases nearshore (Munk and Wunsch 1998; Thorpe 2005).
Energy dissipation occurs in the benthic boundary layer,
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reflect only the control of mass transfer at the SWI by the
flow, or whether they also reflect changes in the respiration
of micro- and macro-organisms of the sediment in response
to changing environmental conditions. Indeed, niche theory
states that species exhibit different optimal ranges of environmental conditions, which should favor their growth compared with other species (Hutchinson 1957). Consequently,
environmental factor dynamics should translate into different
population dynamics or at least different metabolism rates for
species with different niches. However, characteristic time
scales of population or activity decay, when environmental
conditions evolve beyond the niche of the organism, are still
poorly known. To achieve this goal, a step back into the laboratory is necessary to explore the relationship between respiration activity and/or population dynamics and controlled
turbulence fluctuations at different field-relevant time scales.
Such benchmark experimental data will be used to develop
formulations of biological dynamics in response to the variability of local environmental conditions in diagenetic models
(Gantzer and Stefan 2003; Higashino and Stefan 2005). To
facilitate the mass production of such novel benchmark
experiments, a standardized, affordable and easy-to-use experimental setup that ensures spatially uniform mass transfer
control at the SWI, to provide replicability in both time and
space, still has to be designed. Although flumes have been
used extensively to evidence and investigate transport processes in sheared turbulent boundary layers created by flow
above SWI (Kline et al. 1967), there are not accessible devices
for most biogeochemists. Reproducing natural sheared turbulent boundary layer requires expensive large-scale facilities
that are generally shared between many users with limited
time of use while organic matter degradation experiment may
last weeks or months. Alternative devices to control diffusive
transfer across SWI that are easier to handle and smaller
should be considered.
The aim of this article is to test the ability of a mesocosm,
in which a purely diffusive and homogenous turbulence is
generated by an oscillating grid, to: (1) produce homogenous
control of diffusive flux at the SWI of multiple sediment
samples; (2) simulate dDBL dynamics at different time scales
by easy control of turbulence intensity and (3) study the
transient oxygen dynamics of OM mineralization under
unsteady dDBL.

where it displays alternately highly turbulent and laminar
periods (Guizien et al. 2003), and creates an unsteady oxygen
supply to the bed sediment ranging from seconds to hours
(Chatelain and Guizien 2010). Other aperiodic unsteady
flows, such as river floods or wind-buoyancy driven currents,
can induce similar turbulent fluctuations near the bed causing
oxygen supply to the sediment to vary over longer time
scales, from days to weeks. Such fluctuations of oxygen supply to the sediment will cause fluctuations of oxygen penetration (dO2 ) into the sediment, exposing the macro- and microbenthic communities to varying oxic conditions, which may
affect their functioning (Gantzer and Stefan 2003; Higashino
and Stefan 2005; Morse and Eldridge 2007).
Furthermore, energy dissipation of highly energetic flows
such as storm swell will cause sediment erosion, which will
be redeposited when flow energy decreases. Sediment resuspension has been demonstrated to increase the rates of
exchange of solutes between the sediment and the water column, and to stimulate oxygen uptake because of enhanced
microbial respiration rates (Fanning et al. 1982; Wainright
and Hopkinson 1997). These resuspension events stimulate
OM mineralization in suspension phase (Stahlberg et al.
2006), and also expose transiently the deep anoxic sediment
layer to increased oxygen supply (Abril et al. 2010; Frindte
et al. 2013), which may also enhance OM degradation in the
eroded bed (Almroth et al. 2009).
Since the 1980s, many studies of OM mineralization have
been carried out, in particular on the oxygen dynamics in
the sediment (flux and consumption). The two methods
used most commonly for determining oxygen uptake in
sediments are: (1) laboratory measurements in sediment
cores (Rasmussen and Jørgensen 1992), and (2) in situ measurements with benthic chambers, which isolate the surface
sediment and overlying water (Glud et al. 1995; Tengberg
et al. 1995, 2004; Almroth et al. 2009). In these two methods, the captured overlying water is maintained with a constant stirring different to the movement of natural flows.
Thus, oxygen fluxes and consumptions are calculated in
steady conditions, which do not reflect natural environments. In recent decades, an increasing number of studies
using microelectrodes have confirmed that hydrodynamic
fluctuations induce dDBL variations, which affect significantly
the oxygen distribution (Lorke et al. 2003; Glud et al. 2009).
The new non-invasive technique of eddy correlation measures in situ upward oxygen turbulent fluxes (correlation
between turbulent fluctuations of vertical velocity and oxygen concentration), together with flow velocity (Berg et al.
2003). This technique has shown that measurements with
benthic chambers underestimate oxygen fluxes because of
the modification of the physical forcings (Berg et al. 2003).
It has also provided evidence of the temporal variations of
oxygen flux in relation to natural flow dynamics (Bryant
et al. 2010a; Holtappels et al. 2011). However, one should
question whether such temporal variations of oxygen flux

Material and procedure
Turbulence production by an oscillating grid system:
calibration
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup of an oscillating
grid turbulence generation system. The grid is formed of
crossed square bars (m 5 1 cm) spaced by 4 cm (mesh size M)
placed horizontally above sediment cores (8-cm inner diameter) in a water tank (0.60 3 0.60 3 0.51 m height). The
assembly oscillates vertically driven by a motor rotating at a
2
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Fig. 1. (A) Experimental setup with oscillating grid above sediment cores. F represents frequency motor and S stroke length – (B) Grid parameters
(M: mesh size; m: bar size). Arrows represent vortices produced by vertical oscillation of the grid.
equal to 0.25), and n 5 1 (Hopfinger and Toly 1976). Thus, turbulence intensity at the core surface could be set by varying
motor frequency, stroke length, and/or distance between the
grid position and the surface of the sediment cores.
Turbulence and mean flow calibration in the mesocosm
were carried out for a stroke length of 4 cm and motor
frequencies ranging from 0.5 Hz to 6 Hz with two complementary techniques: particle image velocimetry (PIV)
and two-dimensional laser doppler velocimetry (2D-LDV)
measurements.
The PIV measurements were performed in a 17 3 5 cm
window to obtain a spatial view of the turbulent and meanflow structures. A vertical laser sheet was generated by a
double cavity pulsed 30 mJ Nd-Yag laser (Quantel Twin)
emitting at 532 nm. The flow was seeded with 10 lm microglass beads. Particle images were recorded by a highresolution (2048 3 2048 pixels) 14-bit CCD camera (PCO
2000). The spatial resolution of the flow was 0.086 mm/
pixel. All image-pair acquisitions were performed at 10 Hz
for a total of 1000 pairs for each grid frequency. Each image
pair was processed using the direct spatial cross-correlation
techniques with peak-locking reduction algorithms (Fincham
and Delerce 2000). The correlation box size was 23 3 23 pixels in both planes (i.e., about 2 3 2 mm) with an overlap of
50% on the calculation grid. Laser Doppler Velocimetry
(LDV) was used to obtain better statistics of the turbulent
flow than obtained by PIV (higher spatial resolution and 10min time series with a minimum of 10,000 events to achieve
a better time convergence) along four vertical lines: three
above the same core to quantify intra-core variability, and
one above another core for the inter-core variability. Measurements were carried out every 5 mm between the 5 mm

frequency f, which ranges from 0.5 Hz to 3.5 Hz with a
stroke length S (set mechanically with eccentricity). Thirtysix sediment cores were placed in a square configuration (6
3 6) at the bottom of a tank below the grid, to study early
diagenetic processes under conditions of varying turbulence.
Oscillating grid was used originally in theoretical studies of
diffusive turbulence in stratified flows (Turner 1968; Hopfinger and Toly 1976), and more recently in suspension studies
(Huppert et al. 1995; Medina et al. 2001). In a homogenous
fluid, a vertical oscillating grid produces vortices, which diffuse and decay away from the grid, generating a locally turbulent flow. At 2.5 mesh lengths from the oscillating grid,
the turbulence is purely diffusive, almost isotropic and laterally homogenous with a zero-mean flow. Such turbulence
structure differs from the one of sheared boundary layer in
which turbulence is produced at the SWI, decay away from
it and is non-isotropic at the SWI with sweep ejections and
large-coherent structures to which local advective processes
are associated (Kline et al. 1967). However, isotropic but
well-controlled turbulent conditions in the oscillating grid
turbulence generator, although not mimicking natural
sheared flow conditions, may prove to be useful to control
diffusive fluxes at the SWI by setting turbulence intensity.
Turbulence intensity decays away from the grid following an
empirical law of the form:
URMS 5WRMS 5CM 0:5 S1:5 fz2n ðHopfinger and Toly 1976Þ

(1)

where URMS and WRMS are the root mean square of the turbulent velocity fluctuations in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively; z is the distance from the mid-position of
the grid; C is a constant depending on the grid geometry (being
3
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Table 1. Sediment characteristics for all experiments – mNE:
non-enriched muddy sediment; mE1 and mE2: enriched muddy
sediment and sNE: non-enriched sandy sediment.
Name

Type

D50

Porosity

%OM

mNE
mE1

Muddy
Muddy

39 lm
39 lm

0.59
0.59

2.5%
4%

mE2

Muddy

39 lm

0.59

5%

sNE

Sandy

172 lm

0.38

2.5%

quency from 0 Hz to 3 Hz in steps of 0.5 Hz and described
by URMS values of the power fit law established in turbulence
calibration experiment at a distance of 2 cm above the sediment core which corresponds 5.5 cm (resp. 2.6 cm) from
grid mid-position in muddy (resp. sandy) experiment. At
such a distance from sediment-water interface, turbulence
intensity is expected to be measured outside the boundary
layer that develops above the sediment-water interface.
Oxygen dynamics measurements
During each experiment, oxygen profiles were carried out
with microelectrodes (OX10fast, Unisense A/S – Revsbech
1989) every 20 min around the SWI (from 22 cm in the
water to 12 cm in sediment with steps of 200 lm) throughout the experiments at the same location (center or on the
edge) in three different cores. Oxygen microelectrodes were
calibrated using the signal reading in the water column
(100%) and in the anoxic part of the sediment (0%).
To determine the SWI position in the oxygen profiles,
two methods were used. The first method consisted of
detecting the SWI visually with the microelectrode tip and
setting this position as a zero vertical coordinate for subsequent oxygen profiles. The second method consisted of
defining the SWI as a discontinuity in the slope of the oxygen profile (Boudreau and Jørgensen 2001). Indeed, porosity
displays a jump from a value of 1 in the water to a value
below 1 in the sediment, and diffusivity in the sediment is
lower than the molecular diffusivity in the water. As oxygen
diffusive flux is continuous across the SWI, this jump of
porosity leads to a jump in the slope of the oxygen profile.
The ratio of oxygen slopes above and below the SWI is equal
to the ratio of the porosity divided by the square of the
tortuosity:

below the lowest position of the grid and 5 mm above the
core surface.
Experimental treatments
Muddy and sandy marine sediment cores, sieved at 200 lm
to avoid non-local oxygen consumption by bioturbation processes, were constructed and left to consolidate for a minimum
of 7 d. Two days before the turbulence experiment, the upper
2 cm of some muddy sediment cores was homogenized and
enriched with lyophilized fish meat, yielding two different
OM contents. OM content, porosity and grain size were
assessed over the first 0.5 cm for the four experimental treatments (non-enriched muddy (mNE), two enriched muddy
(mE1 and mE2), and non-enriched sandy (sNE)—Table 1).
The weight of the OM content was assessed by loss-onignition after sequential heating of the samples in a muffle
furnace (Dean 1974) using the following equation:
OM% 5 ððDW105 2 DW450 Þ=DW105 Þ 3 100

(2)

where OM% denotes the loss-on-ignition at 4508C, DW105 is
the dry weight after drying at 1058C for 24 h, and DW450 is
the dry weight of the sample after heating to 4508C for 4 h
(both in g). Sediment porosity (/) was also assessed according to Manheim and Waterman (1974) using the following
equation:
U5

ðWW4 2DW60 Þ=qw
ððWW4 2DW60 Þ=qW Þ1ððDW60 2TWÞ=qw Þ

@O2 @O2 U
=
5
@z1 @z2 h2

(4)

According to Ullman and Aller (1982), 1/h2 5 Um21 where
m 5 2 when U < 0.7, and therefore, the ratio of the oxygen
slopes across the SWI should be close to the square of the
porosity. This second method was assessed on the muddy
cores by comparing successfully the SWI position detected
visually to that defined by the oxygen slope break with a
slope ratio close to 0.35 (around U2 as U 5 0.59). In the
sandy sediment experiment (U 5 0.38), when turbulence
intensity was large enough to generate a resuspension of
non-cohesive particles with median grain size of 172 lm, the
SWI started to move during the experiment. Thus, the SWI
position was calculated using the second method for each
oxygen profile.

(3)

where qw denotes pore-sea water density (1.025 g cm23), qs
denotes sediment density (taken equal to 2.65 g cm23),
WW4 is the wet weight of the sample at 48C, DW60 is the
dry weight of the sample after drying at 608C for 72 h, and
TW is the tare weight of the cup. Sediment grain-size distribution was measured with a laser grain-size analyzer Mastersizer 2000 (Malvern) and was unimodal for both the muddy
(d50 5 39 lm) and sandy sediments (d50 5 172 lm, Table 1).
Then, the cores were positioned at 7.5 cm from the midposition of the grid in the muddy sediment experiment and
at 4.6 cm from the mid-position of the grid in the sandy
sediment experiment. Turbulence intensity above the sediment cores interface was varied by increasing the motor fre-

Determination of diffusive boundary layer thickness and
oxygen penetration depth
Intercomparison of the different methods used to determine the diffusive boundary layer thickness (dDBL) revealed
4
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Assessment

that some methods were not universal because of the rapid
variation of turbulence in the natural environment (Lorke
et al. 2003; Roy et al. 2004; Brand et al. 2009). Moreover,
several methods are sensible to the position of SWI that may
be poorly defined (i.e., in the field); for example, when SWI
position was higher than estimated, dDBL would have been
underestimated (Bryant et al. 2010b). Such a limitation is
reduced significantly in the laboratory where precise positioning of the probe is achievable. In this study, dDBL was
defined by two methods: the linear and the 95% method. By
definition, the DBL is the zone in which molecular diffusion
dominates and hence turbulent diffusion is negligible. In this
zone, under the assumption of steadiness, no consumption of
oxygen in the water and no advective flow, mass balance of
oxygen yields a linear decay of oxygen concentration within
the DBL (Jorgensen and Des Marais 1990). Therefore, the DBL
was detected during steady period at the end of each turbulence step as the part of the oxygen profile above SWI where
correlation coefficient of linear regression between oxygen
concentration and distance to SWI was superior to 0.975 with
a p-value inferior to 0.05. However, the linear method (dDBL linear) (Jorgensen and Des Marais 1990) is not be applicable in a
transient regime when turbulent diffusivity is not constant
(Roy et al. 2004). The alternative 95% method was thus used
to estimate DBL thickness (dDBL 95%) along the entire experiment, including transient periods. The 95% DBL thickness is
the distance between the SWI and the elevation where 95% of
oxygen saturation was reached in the vertical oxygen profiles.
Such a definition facilitates comparison with results from
numerical models in which the dDBL has been similarly
defined by a percentage of oxygen saturation (99% in Higashino et al. 2004; Chatelain and Guizien 2010). However,
because the precision of the microelectrodes was only 2%, the
use of the 99% level of oxygenation was too imprecise; therefore, the 95% level of oxygen saturation was chosen. Other
alternative methods were not relevant for this mesocosm, in
particular, the friction velocity method (Hondzo et al. 2005;
O’Connor and Hondzo 2008) based explicitly on sheared turbulence production, which does not apply in a system with
purely diffusive turbulence.
Symmetrically, the oxygen penetration depth (dO2 ) was
defined as the distance between the SWI and the elevation
where a 5% level of oxygen saturation was reached in the
vertical oxygen profiles.
Temporal, spatial and spatio-temporal variabilities in dDBL
and dO2 were estimated for each turbulent intensity in all
experiments. Temporal variability was defined as the mean of
the three cores standard deviations along a turbulent step. Spatial variability was defined as the mean along a turbulent step
of the standard deviations between the three cores. Spatiotemporal variability was defined as the standard deviation along
a turbulent step and between the three cores. All statistical analR with an analysis of means
yses were performed using MATLABV
(t-test), linear regression and Pearson’s correlation test.

Assessment of turbulence intensity control and its
spatial variability
PIV measurements yielded a spatial view of the turbulent
and mean-flow structures in a vertical plane below the grid
and above two adjacent cores (Fig. 2A). Higher turbulence
energy below the grid, where vortices detached, displayed
the spatial periodicity in turbulence production imposed by
the grid mesh size. Spatial variability due to turbulence production strongly decreased at a distance of around one mesh
grid. Cores geometry did not create significant spatial variability in the turbulence field, but core presence constrained
a mean recirculating flow between the grid and surface of
the cores, which displayed a dominant periodicity at grid
mesh size. In the present study, the distance between the
surface of the cores and the grid mid-position was less than
9 cm, to enable micro profiling given the design of the
mounting of the microelectrodes. As this distance was less
than 2.5 times the mesh size, a non-zero mean-flow was still
present, turbulent at the surface of the cores as shown on
Fig. 2A. However, near the cores and for all motor frequency
velocities URMS dominated, on average, by a factor of two
the value of the mean-flow, as spatial variations of this factor
ranged from 1.25 to 5 along a core cross section. The thickness of the diffusive boundary layer was thus controlled
mainly by turbulent processes, as would have been expected
had zero mean-flow conditions been obtained, and to a
lesser extent, by its development along the external advective flow.
Root mean square of the turbulent velocity fluctuations
in the horizontal (Fig. 2B) and vertical (Fig. 2C) directions
display the expected decay away from the grid. Turbulence
intensity was more different between the center (low intensity) and the border (high intensity) of a core than between
the center of two different cores, and intra-core spatial variability increased with motor frequency (Fig. 2B,C). This variability resulted from the spatial periodicity of turbulence
production imprinted by the grid mesh size which was
nearly equal to the core radius, and thus also matched cores
spacing. A power law (a Z2n) was fitted on four profiles
measured above two cores for motor frequencies ranging
from 0.5 Hz to 3.5 Hz, and on a single profile measured in
a center of a core for frequencies of 4 Hz, 5 Hz, and 6 Hz
(Table 2). Fitting on a single profile yielded a residual error
lower than 4%, while fitting on four profiles was much less
accurate, with residual error up to 25%. In presence of
cores, exponent values for the power law varied from 0.58
to 1.83, averaging at 1.08 (Table 2), thus deviating by 8%
from the exponent of 1 found by Hopfinger and Toly
(1976) in an empty tank, without cores. Deviation from the
exponent of 1 is likely due to the turbulence intermittency
produced by unsteady vortex shedding in the near grid field
(Chien et al. 2013) as the power law fitting was performed
5
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Fig. 2. (A) Turbulent kinetic energy (grayscale in cm2 s22) and mean flow (every two points, arrows indicate flow direction and their length is proportional to flow speed) below the oscillating grid (transverse bars are shown by filled black squares) and above cores interface (displayed by grey rectangles) for a stroke of 4 cm and motor frequency of 3.5 Hz. The position of the four locations (1M, 2M, 2L, 2R) where LDV profiles were performed
are displayed. Vertical profiles of URMS (B) and VRMS (C) under the grid in the middle of two different cores (core 1 M and core 2 M), and left (core
2 L) and right (core 2 R) of one of the two cores for a stroke of 4 cm and for two motor frequencies of 1 Hz and 3.5 Hz. Thick lines display the power
law best fit carried out after grouping the four profiles and thin lines display the variability interval defined by the best fit residual error for each motor
frequency.

Diffusive boundary layer thickness controlled by
oscillating grid turbulence
Short experiments consisted of increasing the turbulence
intensity stepwise (six steps) from stagnant water to high
turbulence conditions (URMS 5 4 cm s21 at 2 cm above the
SWI in muddy experiments and 9.6 cm s21 at 2 cm above
the SWI in sandy experiment), the end of each step being
defined by the moment in which steady oxygenation of
either the muddy or sandy sediment was reached (2 h
approximately). Figure 3 shows the evolution of dDBL 95%,
dDBL linear recorded by one sensor throughout the experiments for muddy sediment with low OM content (Fig. 3A)
and high OM content (Fig. 3B). dDBL linear was only calculated for the low OM content at the end of each turbulence
step during the steady period (Fig. 3A), when oxygen profiles
were linear near the sediment-water interface (Fig. 3C). For

closer from grid mid-position (between 0.5 and 1.5 mesh
size, due to the constrained space between grid and cores)
than in previous experimental studies (Hannoun and List
1988; Redondo 1988; Fernando 1991) which validated the
exponent of 1 beyond at least one mesh size away from the
grid. Spatial heterogeneity of the flow statistics due to turbulence intermittency within or between cores was estimated by the residual error of the power law fitting and
averaged at 16% for motor frequencies ranging from 0.5 Hz
to 3.5 Hz among the four profiles. To ensure minimal variability in turbulence conditions in profile replicates, oxygen
profiling was systematically carried out in the middle of the
grid void that were located above core centers. In addition,
turbulence intermittency at the cores SWI was reduced as
the cores were placed beyond 2 mesh sizes away from the
grid mid-position.
6
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Table 2. Coefficients (a, n) of power law (a Zn) best fit of the

denotes oxygen consumption in water probably due to the
chemical oxidation of the reduced compounds diffusing from
the sediment where it accumulated after organic matter mineralization. When turbulence intensity increased, both estimates of dDBL decreased, although dDBL linear were always
lower than dDBL 95%. dDBL 95% converged to almost the same
value (1.1 mm 6 18%, average value 1/2 standard deviation
of the three sensors) when turbulence intensity was increased,
in the two sediment enrichment treatment. Transient periods
duration varied differently with turbulent intensity in the low
and high OM enrichment conditions. Transient period duration decreased when turbulence intensity increased at low
OM content (Fig. 3A) whereas transient period duration
increased with turbulence intensity at high OM content (Fig.
3B). Consequently, experiments lasted about 12 h for low OM
content and 16 h for high OM content.
In the experiment at low OM content, where dDBL could
be estimated with the linear method, dDBL linear (average
value 1/2 standard deviation of the three sensors along the
steady turbulent period) decreased from 1.4 6 14% mm
down to 0.7 6 24% mm when turbulence intensity increased
from URMS 5 0.3 up to 4 cm s21 (Fig. 4A), as a result of
the enhancement of oxygen water-side diffusive flux with

URMS profiles measured with the LDV in four locations above
two cores (bold, locations are defined in Fig. 2A) or along one
profile only in the center of a core (not bold) for motor frequencies ranging from 0.5 Hz to 6 Hz. The residual error of the best
fit (denoted r) is given in percentage.
Motor frequency (Hz)
0.5

a
7.44

n

r (%)

1.83

16.5

1
1.5

11.7
10.7

1.36
0.95

8.0
24.5

2

13.6

1.00

17.9

2.5
3

19.8
29.5

1.02
1.17

23.3
3.6

3.5

26.2

0.98

20.0

4
5

37.6
18.4

1.21
0.67

4.0
2.1

6

18.3

0.58

1.5

the high OM content, dDBL linear could not be calculated during steady periods as oxygen profiles were parabolic near the
sediment-water interface (Fig. 3D). Such parabolic profile

Fig. 3. Evolution of dDBL

linear (black points), dDBL 95% (white points) and dO2 (triangle) during short experiments for muddy sediment with low OM
content (A) and high OM content (B). Turbulence steps are represented by grey areas and transient periods duration are represented by black line. C
and D represent one oxygen profile at sediment-water interface during stationary (C) and transitory regime (D).
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Fig. 4. Evolution of dDBL linear (A) and dO2 (B) with turbulence intensity (Urms) for all sediments (black points: non-enriched muddy, white squares:
enriched muddy and stars: non-enriched sandy).

two oxygen consumption rates (100 mg L21 d21 and
1000 mg L21 d21, Fig. 5). Data from a field study exhibiting
the oxygen dynamics across the SWI during an 8 h seichecycle in a mesotrophic lake were also reported (Bryant et al.
2010b). All results indicated SWI oxygenation when the dDBL
decreased, although with different relationships between
SWI oxygenation and dDBL thickness. Large difference arose
from methods of determination of the dDBL: much larger
dDBL thickness estimates were found in Higashino et al.
(2004), which used a definition based on 99% of oxygen saturation. In comparison to the direct method dDBL estimates
based on the slope of the vertical oxygen profiles at the SWI
that was used in the present experimental study, the 99%
method mimicked an increase of oxygen consumption rates

turbulence in steady conditions of low sediment respiration.
Moreover, a linear regression fit between dDBL linear and URMS at
2 cm above SWI was significant (R2 5 0.78, p-value 5 0.018*).
Such linear decay of dDBL linear when URMS increased provides a
uniform control of diffusive fluxes from low flow to high flow
conditions in the oscillating grid turbulence generator. At high
OM content, dDBL estimated from 95% limit also decreased
when turbulence intensity increased, demonstrating that oscillating grid mesocosm controls diffusive boundary layer
thickness.
Other laboratory experiments and numerical models
(Steinberger and Hondzo 1999; House 2003; Higashino et al.
2004) have studied the effect of turbulence on the oxygen
mass transfer above artificial and natural porous-media-water
interfaces. In these studies, turbulence produced by sheared
flows in flumes was quantified as friction velocity. Controlling diffusive fluxes at low flow conditions would be less precise in flume facilities compared with the oscillating grid
mesocosm, as in sheared flows, dDBL is inversely proportional
to the friction velocity (Dade 1993), thus to URMS. Yet, direct
comparison of dDBL vs. turbulence intensity is not possible,
owing to the different nature of the turbulence production
mechanism between a sheared flow and an oscillating grid
(Redondo et al. 2001). However, the relationship between
dDBL and oxygen concentration at non-permeable SWIs
found in these studies, can be compared with this study
because this relationship only results from the balance
between oxygen consumption in the sediment and oxygen
diffusion across the SWI in an infinite water depth (Gundersen and Jorgensen 1990; Glud et al. 2007).
Relative oxygenation of the SWI vs. dDBL for the nonenriched muddy sediment of this study (oxygen consumption rate was about 100 mg L21 d21, calculated from general
equation of early diagenesis, Berner (1980) was compared
with Steinberger and Hondzo’s experimental data (1999) and
with the numerical simulations of Higashino et al. (2004) for

Fig. 5. Relation between Cswi/Csat and dDBL for all sediment types. Black
points represent dDBL linear of non-enriched muddy sediment. Squares
represent Steinberger and Hondzo’s data (1999) and diamonds represent Bryant’s et al. (2010b) data; Black and grey lines represent oxygen
consumption in the paper of Higashino et al. (2004).
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than in the higher OM content where higher consumption
rate is expected (Fig. 3A,B). Moreover, oxygen penetration
depth was the double in the low OM content experiment
(dO2 5 3.3 mm 6 5.8%) compared with the high OM content
experiments (dO2 5 1.8 mm 6 11.8% at OM 5 4% and dO2 5
1.3 mm 6 24.5% at OM 5 5%), as a result of the equilibrium
between sediment-side oxygen diffusion and different consumption rates (Fig. 4B).
In all experiments, spatial variability dominated over temporal variability along each turbulent intensity step by a factor of three for dO2 . Thus, values of spatio-temporal
variability, reported in the text as standard deviations around
the mean, reflect mainly the spatial variability. In muddy
sediment, the relative standard deviation of dO2 (Fig. 4B) was
larger at high OM contents than at low OM content
(t 5 23.1753, df 5 6.033, p-value 5 0.019) and decreased with
turbulence intensity in both enrichment conditions (from
12% to 41% at OM 5 4% and from 17% to 33% at OM 5 5%).
The variability of dO2 between cores in the oscillating grid
mesocosm accounts for variability arising from either sedimentary oxygen demand variability or flow inhomogeneity.
The latter was on average 16% (maximum 25%) and can by
itself explain the variability of dO2 at high turbulence intensity. Meanwhile, at low turbulence intensity, variations in dO2
indicate variations in sediment oxygen demand, confirming
the importance of replication inside the mesocosm to establish relationship between bulk descriptors.

by a factor 10. Still, although dDBL thickness was estimated
with the same method in the experimental and field studies,
different curve slopes were observed, reflecting different oxygen consumption rates. Higher levels of enrichment and possibly higher lability of sugars used in Steinberger and
Hondzo (1999) study yield lower SWI oxygenation compared
with this study in which less labile fish meat proteins were
used. Indeed, as indicated by numerical simulations, the
higher the consumption rate, the larger the SWI oxygenation decay when dDBL thickness increases. Similarly, SWI
oxygenation decayed less rapidly when dDBL thickness
increased in Bryant et al. (2010b) data than in Steinberger
and Hondzo’s (1999) experimental data, which reflects the
lower lability of terrigenous OM in a mesotrophic lake compared with sugar enrichment. The SWI oxygenation in this
study were close enough to Bryant et al. (2010b) data to
establish the natural representativity of the artificial enrichment of this study. Moreover, large dDBL values observed in
Bryant et al. (2010b) indicated that low turbulence conditions occur in the field. The present oscillating grid mesocosm was able to produce controlled diffusion rates low
enough to mimic such low flow conditions, in contrast to
flumes, in which steady low flows are less easy to reproduce
(Steinberger and Hondzo 1999).
Yet, care should be taken at low flow conditions to avoid
artefactual anoxia as happened in the enriched treatment of
this study: a low turbulence below URMS 5 1 cm s21 was not
sufficient to oxygenate the overlying water just above the sediment (Fig. 3B). Such depletion in water oxygenation evidenced
consumption in the water column, probably due to upward
diffusive flux of reduced compounds from the sediment into a
limited water depth. Such an effect of the diffusion of reduced
compounds from the sediment to the overlying water is
damped in a flume where water is renewed (Steinberger and
Hondzo 1999), but could be overcome in the oscillating grid
mesocosm by increasing the water depth above the cores.

Oxygen penetration depth (dO2 ) controlled by turbulence
in permeable sediment: advection and resuspension
processes
In the sandy sediment experiment with low OM content,
dO2 increased steadily with turbulence intensity (R2 5 0.97 –
p-value 5 0.0005). At URMS 5 4.3 cm s21, dO2 in sand is a double
value (dO2 5 7.3 mm 6 11%) than in mud (dO2 5 3.28 mm 6
5.8%). At the maximum turbulent intensity (URMS 5 9.6 cm
s21), dO2 yielded 13.2 mm 6 19%. The coefficient of variation
of dO2 did not show any significant correlation with turbulence
intensity (R2 5 20.03 – p-value 5 0.86), and averaged at 16.2%.
Yet, dO2 standard deviation increased with turbulence intensity
(R2 5 0.79 – p-value 5 0.048). The variability in dO2 could be
related to the variability of the relative position of the microelectrodes along the ripple in each core and thus, reflected the
spatial structure of topography-driven advective flows (Huettel
et al. 1996—Fig. 6A,B). Permeable sediments are characterized
by high permeability and the presence of advective flows
which dominates over molecular diffusion and facilitates
sediment-water exchange of solutes and particles. Advective
flows in permeable sediments are caused by a pressure gradient
at the SWI, and they affect the pore water composition and its
residence time. A spatially variable pressure gradient appears
when flows interact with topography, which induces flow circulation in permeable sediments (Huettel and Gust 1992;
Huettel et al. 1996). In our mesocosm, vortices generated at

Oxygen penetration depth (dO2 ) controlled by turbulence
in non-permeable sediment: diffusion limitation
In parallel to DBL thickness decrease, oxygen penetration
in the sediment increased with turbulence intensity, and
converged to steady state (3.28 mm 6 5.8% average value of
the three sensors throughout an entire turbulence stage
including its spatio-temporal variability) for URMS 5 4 cm s21
at low OM content (Fig. 3). In non-permeable muddy sediment (oxygen transfer occurs through diffusion only), oxygen penetration depth increased rapidly with turbulence
intensity as long as water-side diffusive flux remained limiting, i.e., lower than consumption rate. When water-side flux
was no longer limiting as turbulence intensity increased, the
increase of oxygen penetration depth slowed down, as
sediment-side flux became limiting (Higashino et al. 2004).
Lower consumption rate in the low OM content experiment
explains that dO2 stabilized at lower turbulence intensity
9
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Fig. 6. Evolution of sediment-water interface position between the beginning (A) and the end of the experiment (B) for sandy sediment. White line:
interface position. (C) Represents relative position of the sediment-water interface during experiment.
each grid oscillation interacted with the SWI and caused a
mean recirculation downward below each bar of the grid and
upward in the grid void. Such a circulation, together with turbulence energy sufficiently high to lift non-cohesive sand
grains of 172 lm, leads to the formation of ripples at the SWI
in the cores. The higher the turbulence level is, the larger the
ripple height at the surface sediment cores.

Recently, simulations carried out with a diffusion-reaction
model, describing oxygen dynamics around the SWI, coupled
with an oscillatory turbulent boundary layer model, showed
that hysteresis in turbulence dynamics was amplified in diffusive flux dynamics across the SWI. This is because of the competition between the oxygen diffusion time across the
diffusive boundary layer and the characteristic time of the
dDBL dynamic and oxygen consumption time in the sediment
(Chatelain and Guizien 2010). Moreover, in all these numerical simulations, oxygen consumption was modeled by assuming local adaptation to oxygenation conditions, hence
disregarding the inherent dynamics of biological communities. For instance, the generation time of microbial organisms
can vary from 30 min to several hours depending on environmental conditions, such as temperature, pH, salinity, redox
potential, and oxygenation (Bissett et al. 2007; Edlund et al.
2008). Thus, transient oxygen supply controlled by unsteady
flows could be expected to induce a dynamical response in
microbial community respiration because of differential
growth between microorganism populations. In the short
experiments of this study, we intended to reduce the relative
importance of microbial population dynamics vs. the turbulence changes by reducing the experiment duration. Meanwhile, transient duration was multiplied by a factor of three
in the enriched sediment compared with non-enriched sediment, contradicting the decay of transient duration with
increases of oxygen consumption (Higashino et al. 2004) and
therefore, suggesting oxygen consumption decreased along
the experiment. A complementary experiment was performed
in which the same turbulence step increase (URMS ranging
from 0.3 cm s21 to 4 cm s21) was separated by longer stagnant periods of 2 d for the muddy sediment with an OM content of 4%. During turbulent periods, dO2 increased with
turbulence intensity from 0.6 6 26% to 1.1 mm 6 25% when
URMS increased from 2.1 cm s21 to 3.5 cm s21, but decreased
to 0.6 mm 6 70% for URMS 5 4 cm s21. In addition, although
with similar enrichment at the beginning of experiment, dO2
was systematically lower in the long compared with the short
time experiment (Fig. 4B). Moreover, these differences did not

Application perspectives of oscillating grid diagenetic
mesocosm
With the present system, the turbulence level can be varied easily and rapidly as it responds linearly to oscillation
frequency, enabling the reproduction of the temporal variability of turbulence that can be observed in natural flows
(seiches, tides. . .). Unsteady flows occur recurrently in coastal
waters, but in many studies (numerical, experimental and in
situ), steady conditions have been applied in benthic chambers to calculate oxygen fluxes. Moreover, as benthic chambers deployed in the field disturb the flow conditions of the
water, microbial activity dynamics in sediment may evolve
to different states without reflecting the natural conditions
(Glud et al. 1995; Tengberg et al. 1995).
Unsteady flows induce transient fluxes in oxygen supply at
the SWI. This transient regime was evidenced in field studies
by eddy-correlation and microprofiler (Lorke et al. 2003; Bryant
et al. 2010a). However, extensive field deployments required to
cover the range of time scale variability present in natural
flows might be limiting. In broadening the range of unsteady
flow conditions, numerical studies that rely on quasi-steady
descriptions of flow turbulence, have shown that transient
regimes, following shifts between turbulent and laminar conditions, could last several hours (Higashino et al. 2004). Numerical studies have also shown that transient phase duration
decreases when turbulence and/or consumption rate increases
(Higashino et al. 2004; Roy et al. 2004). These features were
only partly confirmed by this study, where the time to reach
steady state, following each turbulence step increase, decreased
linearly from 60 min (for URMS 5 1.5 cm s21) to 15 min (for
URMS 5 2.5 cm s21) in non-enriched sediment (Fig. 3A).
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Such experiments will facilitate the development of formulations of respiration dynamics in response to natural
flow variability in diagenetic models, and improve the quantification of a key end-member of the earth carbon balance
in the coastal zone.

exhibit a consistent trend throughout the experiment, as
would be expected from the increasing difference in OM content following higher degradation in the long experiment
compared with the short one. These results advocate for the
inclusion, in unsteady early diagenesis numerical models, of
an additional degree of liberty in respiration dynamics under
the constraint of the intrinsic inertia of the microbial network. The mesocosm of this study, in which both physical
and chemical diagenesis stratification are preserved, will facilitate experiments dedicated to developing and testing the
validity of such formulation of microbial population respiration in response to local environmental dynamics.
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